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RUF | Betten inspire with new
fabric trends 2018
DELICATE NATURE GREETS SOFT PASTEL
Rastatt, 25/09/2017 (trg). It blends naturally into the world of sleep, has a
calming effect on body and soul and lends each bed an elegant note: The new
interior favourite colour sage: With its subtle mix of grey-green, it is simply perfect
for emphasising gentle colour accents and lending a subtle spiciness to a room.
Your favourite partner for this? A soft rosewood or quiet mauve, which together
with the new trend tone, conjure up an ideal colour triad. Time and again we see
the trio in the harmonious mix of colours with another green trend favourite: Avocado. Here luxurious silver works just as well as the latest marble shades, which
look particularly elegant when combined with a cool blue. In combination with
the light Scandinavian wood tones, they provide for a gentle, bright appearance,
which discreetly adapts to any living environment.
THE NEW HAPTICS – FEEL AND EXPERIENCE MATERIALS
Experience trends with all senses – the new fabric range pays tribute to the feelgood factor, since never before have materials have been so tempting to touch.
Especially the velvety textures which reveal a new interesting colour shade with
every touch and become a real eye catcher. They are complemented by the soft
woven material from cosy Bouclé, the soft three-dimensional structural materials
with interesting waffle patterns or also high-quality linen covers that appear both
natural and elegant at the same time. Still very much in vogue: The multicoloured
material that sophisticatedly unites several worlds of colour with one another and
presents itself as the ideal combination partner.
Our summary: This is how the new trends really get you in the mood for interior
design, and inspire everyone to reinvent themselves!
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